A FEATURE FILM ABOUT A BRANDED CITY,
TROUBLED BY ITS OWN SUCCESS.

In the late 60’s,
a group of brilliant renegades met
each other by chance and dared
to rescript the stodgy destiny of
lifeless
Portland.
These
young
characters possessed a unique vision
for politics and urban planning and
together, they assumed a leadership
that would redefine Portland forever.

YESTERDAY’S MAVERICKS,

TODAY’S LIFESTYLE BRAND
While other cities of this time embraced the highway infrastructure and parking that marred their
own urban landscapes, Portland’s refreshed vision opposed those trends and instead steered towards
European characteristics that enhanced livability. This translated into walkable city blocks, open
markets, abundant parks and fountains, bike lanes, an award winning transportation system, and
thriving mixed use buildings; all of it contributing to a strong, desirable destination for living and working.

“WHEN I MOVED TO PORTLAND,
IT BROUGHT OUT THE ABILITY FOR
ME TO LIVE A SECOND CHILDHOOD,
A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO LOOK AT
THINGS WITH WONDER AND AWE.”

“YOU WAKE UP IN THE MORNING
AND NOTICE PARTS OF OUR CITY
ARE DISAPPEARING – LIKE NO
ONE’S KEEPING WATCH.”
RANDY GRAGG DIRECTOR, UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

CHRIS FRANKLIN, LOST N PORTLAND HOST

UNCONVENTIONAL PEOPLE

BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS
For decades, Portlanders thrived and capitalized on the intentions of this city’s vision
from the past. Portland livability was indeed Portland’s best kept secret...until now.
Once praised as a mecca of affordable housing and laid-back work ethic, as a place
where dreams can be realized, Portlanders are now witnessing their bar of entry is being
re-set to accommodate the influx of new people, also wanting to become Portlanders.

“PEOPLE MOVE TO NY
FOR FINANCE,
THEY MOVE TO LA
FOR STARDOM.
WHAT DO PEOPLE MOVE
TO PORTLAND FOR?
LIFE.”
RANDY BOWEN, BOWEN DESIGNS

A MAGNET CITY WITH AN
UNCERTAIN ROADMAP
Officially listed in the top ten of the world’s hottest luxury real estate markets,
Portland finds itself struggling to keep pace in an unfamiliar state of competitive
expansion. Cranes are popping up to build bigger and newer buildings as quickly as
locally crafted beer flows from their locally crafted taps, entire neighborhoods are being
flipped, traffic is at a constant standstill, city leaders are burning out, and its history
of smart urban planning is fading to reveal the ugly side of growth and change.
Seemingly overnight, our perfectly planned city is being blindsided by
issues that resemble the early stages of San Francisco displacement and
income disparity. Many question if Portland will become the next playground for the elite.

LOCAL IS NOW GLOBAL

Now this celebrated funky utopia for people looking to reinvent themselves faces the
reality of selling out its epic soul. While the threat of rapid growth and the squeezing
out of the richly established urban culture continues, Portlanders can’t help but zoom
out from their own lens and realize drastic urban changes are happening in cities
around the globe.
Recent statistics reveal a global migration towards urban living:
By 2050, more than 70% of the world’s population will live in
cities. As Portlanders experience this first hand, we are left wondering:

IS THE FUTURE THAT’S BEING
DESIGNED FOR US, GOOD ENOUGH?

PROJECT TEAM
SALLY DESIPIO / EXECUTIVE PRODUCER
Sally DeSipio is an award-winning executive producer of longform television and digital
content. She began her career at MTV Networks producing music documentaries and went
on to develop series with such luminaries as Aaron Sorkin, J.J. Abrams and producer Brian
Grazer. Most recently she developed the critically acclaimed and Peabody-award winning
TV drama, Unreal, currently in its fourth season on Lifetime.

KRISTEN KINGSBURY / WRITER, DIRECTOR
Kristen Kingsbury is credited with working on Academy Award Nominated Stop Motion Animated Film, Coraline. She has written short form material for commercials and promotional videos. Portland, Inc is the first feature length film she has written and directed.
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